Hummingbird
Finished Size: 59 ½” x 66”

56 - 6 ½” blocks

Fabric Requirements and Cutting Instructions
7 Fat Quarters (Hoffman Fabrics Rosehips Fat Quarter Bundle)
Light Fabric (839/24 Alabaster)
2 yards
Block Construction - 28 squares 9”
Accent Fabric (1895/328 Bergen)
1 yard
6 strips 1 ½”x width of fabric
Binding - 7 strips 2” x width of fabric
Final Border - (G2215 437-Pansy)
2 yards
2 strips 6 ½” x 62” lengthwise cut - sides
2 strips 6 ½” x 67” lengthwise cut - top and bottom
Backing 66” x 72”
3 ¾ yards

Fabric Cutting and Block Construction
1. Layer and cut the Fat Quarters into 28 squares 9” x 9”.
2. Layer the 9” squares - right side up - into stacks of 4 or 8,
alternating the Fat Quarter fabrics with the Light Fabric squares for
contrast.
3. Cut-Up the stacks of 9” squares into 4 ½” squares.
Cut the 4 ½” squares as diagramed. Mark dots on the fabric as shown
below using a fabric marking pencil. The dot marked at the point of
the trapezoid measures 3/8” from each edge.
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Additional Fat Quarter Cut-Up
instructions can be found on
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Brenda’s website
www.bearpawproductions.com
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Make the first cut and move
the triangle aside before
making the second cut.
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Quilt Top Assembly
1. Arrange blocks into 8 rows of 7 blocks. Stitch blocks into rows.
Press the seams open.
2. Stitch the rows together. Press all seams open.
3. Stitch first border strips together. Cut borders to needed length.
Attach side borders first and then the top and bottom borders. Press all
seams toward the border strips.
4. Rearrange the fabrics within each stack.

4. Trim the final borders strips to length as needed. Attach side
borders first and then the top and bottom borders. Press all seams
toward the final border strips.
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Stack #1 - leave undisturbed.
Stacks #2 & 3 - move the top piece of
fabric to the bottom of each stack.
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5. Stitch the block units together, trimming the interior seams as
necessary. Press all seams open.
6. Trim the sewn units to 3 ¾” square.
trim

Make 56 blocks:
28 Light Blocks

and

28 Dark Blocks

Brenda’s current books and patterns can be viewed at:
www.bearpawproductions.com

